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Introduction 

❖ As the dN/dx method has great potential for PID, 
studying dN/dx using full simulation of CEPC detector 
should be supported 

❖ Try to develop the chain of dN/dx study based on 
CEPCSW

❖ CEPCSW is fully integrated with the key4hep, and the 
edm4hep is used for the event data model

❖ Currently, edm4hep does not include EDM for drift 
chamber study

❖ Try to develop a common EDM for the drift chamber 
based on PODIO
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Chain of dN/dx study
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Ionization Simulation Alg

DCSimPrimaryIonizationCluster

Waveform simulation Alg

DCWaveForm

Ionization cluster reconstruction Alg

DCRecIonizationCluster

dN/dx reconstruction Alg

DCRecDndx : 

dN/dx info for each track 



Ionization simulation
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Geant4+TrackHeed+pulse_simulation(NN)



Waveform simulation
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Wavefrom simulation Alg
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Ionization cluster reconstruction Alg

Ionization cluster reconstruction



dN/dx reconstruction
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dN/dx reconstruction Alg

rec ionization cluster collection

rec track collection

https://github.com/wenxingfang/CEPCSW/blob/master/Edm/

edm4dc.yaml

Ncls/cm



TPC
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MarlinTPC

https://ilcsoft.desy.de/LCIO/current/doc/doxygen_api/html/classIMPL_1_1TrackerPulseImpl.html

https://www.eudet.org/e26/e27/e380/eudet-report-2007-04.pdf
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Motivation
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❑ The particle identification is very 
important for CEPC flavor physics study. 
Good hadron separation up to 20 GeV is 
essential

❑ Traditionally: using dE/dx method

❑ Due to the production of delta electron, 
the deposited energy follows Landau 
distribution

❑ Resolution is ~6%

❑ New technique: using dN/dx (cluster 
counting) method

❑ The number of primary ionization follows 
Poisson distribution 

❑ Resolution could reaches <3% 

❑ The dN/dx technique will be widely 
explored in CEPC drift chamber detector

1 GeV π−,Cell size 1 × 1 cm2

Gas: 50% He + 50 % C4H10



User extension data in EDM4hep 

❖ As there is no waveform data format in EDM4hep yet, 
user extension data is a way to add additional data. 

⚫ WIP: https://github.com/key4hep/EDM4hep/pull/117
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The proposed underlying data structure:

The proposed user APIs:

Getters SettersRuntime Type definition

Tao Lin

https://github.com/key4hep/EDM4hep/pull/117


Garfield++ simulation
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90%He+10%C4H10

Ncls/cm Ncls/cm

1 meter length 


